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In-beamg-ray spectroscopy using fragmentation reactions of both stable and radioactive beams has been
performed in order to study the structure of excited states in neutron-rich oxygen isotopes with masses ranging
from A=20 to 24. For the produced fragments,g-ray energies, intensities, andg-g coincidences have been
measured. Based on this information new level schemes are proposed for21,22O up to the neutron separation
energy. The nonobservation of anyg-decay branch from23O and24O suggests that their excited states lie above
the neutron decay thresholds. From this, as well as from the level schemes proposed for21O and22O, the size
of the N=14 and 16 shell gaps in oxygen isotopes is discussed in the light of shell-model calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of atomic nuclei is known to be largely
dominated by the single-particle shell effects. For instance,
basic nuclear properties such as binding energies and shapes
depend strongly on the underlying shell structure. The study
of nuclei beyond the valley of stability helps one to under-
stand the way single-particle energies evolve when one goes
away from stable nuclei to the neutron and proton drip lines.
Such evolutionary studies facilitate more precise predictions
of the limit of existence of nuclear species. In the case of
light nuclei, the rapid change in the location of the neutron
drip line between the O and F isotopes is still not understood.
The neutron drip line seems to be reached atN=16 in O
isotopes whereas in the neighboring F isotopes, it has been
found to extend up toN=22 [1,2]. Obviously, the under-
standing of how shell structure evolves when going from
oxygen to fluorine nuclei would shed light on how the
nuclear force can facilitate the binding of six neutrons by the
addition of a single proton as in31F.

Excited states in the neutron-rich O isotopes were previ-
ously reported by Catfordet al. [3] using transfer reactions.
The first excited 2+ state of theN=14 nucleus 22O is

3190 keV[4,5]. This is almost two times higher than in the
adjacentN=10 and 12 nuclei and therefore indicates the
presence of aN=14 (sub)shell closure. This finding is also
supported by theBsE2d value deduced from the inelastic
scattering experiments of Ref.[5]. While the systematics of
the first excited 2+ in neon isotopes show the disappearance
of theN=20 shell closure, a new shell effect atN=16 seems
to appear[4]. This newN=16 gap in thesd-shell nuclei is
also substantiated by neutron separation energies deduced
from mass measurements[6,7].

Experimental studies using interaction cross-section mea-
surements[8] and longitudinal momentumsPid distributions
after one-and two-neutron removal[10] are consistent on a
halo structure in23O, although it was shown in Ref.[9] that
the one- and two-neutron removal data could be understood
in thesd-shell model without the need for a halo. In Ref.[8]
a lowering of thes orbital was suggested as giving rise to the
N=16 magic number in the heaviest oxygen isotopes.

In this paper we shall report on experiments probing the
structure ofN=12–16 oxygen isotopes by way of fragmen-
tation reactions andg-ray spectroscopy. The experimental
technique is described in Sec. II and the results and their
interpretation follow in Sec. III.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In order to obtain information on the structure of neutron-
rich nuclei in the protonsd-shell region, in-beamg-ray spec-
troscopy using projectile fragmentation reactions has been
performed. Two experiments using the fragmentation of a
stable 36S beam have been done at GANIL. Both experi-
ments are based on coincidence measurements between the
projectilelike fragments and their promptg decay. A com-
mon g-detector array has been used in both experiments. It
consists of 74 BaF2 detectors placed at a mean distance of
30 cm from the target and covering nearly 4p. The relatively
high velocity of the produced projectile fragmentssv /c
.0.35d necessitates a proper Doppler correction of the de-
tectedg-rays energies. The total photo-peak efficiency of the
BaF2 array was found to be 30% at 1.3 MeV with an average
full width at half maximum of 12% after Doppler correction.
The energy threshold of the BaF2 detectors has been adjusted
to a minimum value in order to allow the detection of low-
energyg rays down to 100 keV. The produced fragments
were selected and identified in the SPEG spectrometer by the
use of time of flight, energy loss, and focal-plane position
information.

In the first experiment a 77.5 MeVA 36S beam with an
intensity of about 1 pnA was fragmented on a thin Be foil
s2.77 mg/cm2d located at the target place of SPEG, the en-
ergy loss spectrometer at GANIL. The SPEG was tuned to
the A/Z=2.75 mass to charge ratio, that is between21O and
22O. As a result, the nuclei20,21,22,23O were transmitted. Dur-
ing the experiment we observed 750023O, 4263103 22O,
1.73106 21O, and 2303103 20O nuclei. In addition to the
BaF2 array, four 70% high resolution Ge detectors were used
at the most backward angles. The overall Ge detector effi-
ciency was 0.12% at 1.3 MeV. In spite of having a low ef-
ficiency, the high resolution of the Ge detectors(,30 keV at
1.3 MeV after Doppler correction) helped to disentangle
complex spectra just as those obtained for21O. The BaF2
array coincidence efficiency exceeded the Ge efficiency by
1-2 orders of magnitude, especially at high energies. By gat-
ing on high-energy transitions(in the BaF2) sitting on low
background one could identify transitions not seen in the Ge
spectra. A few transitions in22O could be observed only in
this way. Henceforth we shall refer to this measurement as a
“single step fragmentation”(SSF) experiment.

In the second experiment, we used a primary beam of36S
delivered by the two GANIL cyclotrons at an energy of

77.5 MeVA and an intensity of 400 pnA on a carbon target
of 348 mg/cm2 thickness placed in the SISSI spectrometer.
The produced nuclei were selected through the ALPHA spec-
trometer using a 130 mg/cm2 Al wedge. The magnetic rigid-
ity of the ALPHA spectrometer and the optics of the beam
line were optimized for the transmission of a cocktail beam
mainly composed of24F, 25,26Ne, 27,28Na, and29,30Mg frag-
ments with energies varying from 54 MeVA to 65 MeV A
[see Fig. 1(a)]. An “active” target composed of a plastic scin-
tillator s103 mg/cm2d sandwiched by two carbon foils of
51 mg/cm2 thickness was used at the same place as the Be
target in the SSF experiment. The plastic scintillator portion
of this active target was used on an event by event basis to
identify the incoming nuclei via their energy loss and time of
flight [see Fig. 1(a)]. The fragments produced by reactions of
the secondary beam in the active target are selected and iden-
tified at the SPEG focal plane which was optimized for24O
acceptancesA/Z=3d. As shown in Fig. 1(b), neutron-rich
nuclei withZ ranging from 4 to 10 were also measured. This
method, which has also been applied at RIKEN[11], is
called “double step fragmentation”(DSF) method because it
uses two consecutive fragmentation reactions for the produc-
tion of the nuclei of interest.

Noteworthy is the fact that in the case of SSF the36S
beam intensity was limited to 63109 pps in order to keep
the singles rate in the individualg-ray detectorsø2
3104 s−1. This is a critical limitation for this method, as the
production cross sections of interest are of the order of
,1 mb, or ,10−6 of the total cross section. As a conse-
quence, theg-ray spectroscopy of24O was beyond reach in
the first experiment.

In the case of DSF a secondary cocktail beam comprised
of nuclear species similar to the nuclei of interest was used
with an intensity of only 83104 s−1. Given such a low sec-
ondary beam intensity, onlyg-ray spectroscopy of those ex-
otic nuclei produced with relatively highs,0.1 mbd cross
sections was possible. Nevertheless,24O was produced with
almost a factor 10 higher intensity than it could have been
produced with the SSF technique. Another issue that must be
taken into account is theg-ray peak/background ratio. In the
case of the SSF method, some of the nuclei of interest are
populated through a reaction where more than one nucleus is
excited. This is an additional source of background asg rays
from all these nuclei are emitted in coincidence and only
those emitted from the fragments that are having the proper
velocity, show up as discrete lines in the Doppler corrected

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Sec-
ondary beam composition given
by the time of flight and energy
loss information from the “active”
target. (b) Energy loss vs mass
over charge identification spec-
trum of the fragments produced in
the active target and selected
through the SPEG spectrometer.
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g-ray spectrum. In the case of the DSF method, the nuclei of
interest are produced via reactions involving the removal of
only a few nucleons, which reduces the sources of back-
ground to theg rays emitted from the quasiprojectile nuclei.
Another equally important contribution to the background
comes from neutron emission. DSF is less susceptible to this
type of background in the measuredg-ray spectra, as in this
case the process is cooler and so, a smaller number of neu-
trons are produced as compared to SSF. Moreover, the raw
counting rates of individualg-ray detectors were reduced by
two orders of magnitude compared to the SSF experiment.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Most of the results that will be presented in this section
are interpreted in the light of shell-model calculations. These
calculations are based upon the fullsdshell forA=16 nucle-
ons outside of a closed core of16O. We use the Universal
sd-shell (USD) hamiltonian[12,13] which consists of three
single-particle energies ford5/2, s1/2, and d3/2 and 63 two-
body matrix elements(TBME)—only the 30 matrix elements
with T=1 are needed for neutron configurations of the oxy-
gen isotopes. The USD single-particle energies are close to
those observed in17O. The USD interaction is a set of TBME
which were obtained from a least-squares fit of 47 linear
combinations of TBME to 447 binding energy data in the
mass regionA=16–40 as they were known up to 1983. The
starting set of TBME was based on the Kuo-Brown renor-
malizedG matrix [14], and the 16 remaining linear combi-
nations of TBME were kept at theirG matrix values. The
USD energy levels for all of thesd-shell nuclei are given in
Ref. [16]. (The levels in this database labeled by an asterisk
are those used for the least-squares fit.) Of particular impor-
tance for this work are the constraints placed on theT=1
matrix elements by the oxygen data as they were known up
to about the year 1983—the three single-particle states in
17O, the ground state binding energies of18–21O, the excita-
tion energy of the 2+, 4+, and 3+ states in18O, seven excited
states in19O, and three excited states in20O (these are the
states labeled by asterisk in Ref.[16]). The results we discuss
for 21–24O are predictions of this USD interaction.

In order to understand the results it is useful to define the
effective single-particle energies(ESPE) for the three neu-
tron orbits. These are the bare single-particle energies(those
in 17O) plus the addition of the monopole part of the diago-
nal TBME with the assumption of closed-shell configura-
tions for 22O and24O. The monopole interaction contribution
is thes2J+1d weighted average of the diagonal TBME mul-
tiplied by thensn−1d /2 for the self-interaction in a single
orbit or n1n2 for the interaction between two orbits(n is the
orbit occupancy). The ESPE for the oxygen isotopes with the
USD interaction is shown in Fig. 16 of Ref.[17]. The
d5/2–s1/2 gap starts out at 0.8 MeV for16O and increases to
4.3 MeV in 22O sN=14d. This gap is large enough to make
22O a magic nucleus(e.g., the shell gap is much larger than
the pairing gap). In addition atN=16 there is a 4.5 MeV gap
between thes1/2 and d3/2 orbits which also makes24O a
magic nucleus. In terms of the present data on energy levels,
the signature of a magic nucleus is an energy of the first 2+

state, which is significantly higher than the neighboring
even-even nuclei.

If one assumes a closed-shells0p−0hd model for22O, the
s1/2 s1pd ESPE is given by the energy difference between
the 23O and 22O ground states energies[ẽss1/2d
=−2.74s12d MeV from experiment], and thed5/2 s1hd ESPE
is given by the 22O–21O energy difference [ẽsd5/2d
=−6.85s6d MeV from experiment]. Thus from the experi-
mental ground state binding energies one would estimate
ẽss1/2d− ẽsd5/2d=4.11s13d MeV for the gap. The USD values
obtained with a closed-shell configuration areẽss1/2d
=−2.47 MeV, ẽsd5/2d=−6.79 MeV, and ẽss1/2d− ẽsd5/2d
=4.32 MeV (the value given above). In the full sd-shell
calculation with USD one gets ẽss1/2d=−2.45 MeV,
ẽsd5/2d=−7.15 MeV andẽss1/2d− ẽsd5/2d=4.70 MeV.

The larged5/2−s1/2 gap atN=14 is an essential new fea-
ture of the USD interaction, which is different from what one
gets with theG matrix. Theab initio calculations based upon
the renormalizedG matrix have an ESPEd5/2−s1/2 gap at
N=14 which is only 0.9 MeV, and22O is not a magic
nucleus. With theG-matrix hamiltonian the ground state of
22O is 29% 0p−0h, 61% 2p−2h, 3% 3p−3h, and 7% 4p
−4h, and the 2+ energy is 1.71 MeV. Energies of excited
states in18–20O which have a large component with one neu-
tron in thes1/2 orbit were important in the determination of
the USD matrix elements which are essential for the theoret-
ical extrapolations to21–23O [20]. The two diagonal matrix
elementsksd5/2,s1/2d ;J,T=1uVusd5/2,s1/2d ;J,T=1l with J=2
and 3 are the most important. This is an example of how the
nuclear shell model with effective two-body matrix elements
can be used to relate data on excited states in nuclei near
stability to the properties of more exotic nuclei—in this case
out to the neutron drip line.

A. The oxygen isotopeA=20

As mentioned earlier the energies of the excited states in
this isotope have been used as input to the shell-model cal-
culations. The data on this isotope have been obtained only
from the SSF experiment.g rays from high-lying excited
states of20O are observed. Theg-ray spectrum measured in
the Ge detectors is shown in Fig. 2. All the observed transi-
tions fit well into the level scheme from earlier multinucleon
transfer reactions[15] as it can be seen in Fig. 3. Their place-
ment is supported also by the coincidence relationship ob-
served in our data using the BaF2 detectors. Some of the
previously known states are missing in our case, probably
due to a different feeding pattern of the excited states.

Relative to a 0p−0h configuration for 22O, the lowest
states in20O are those expected from the 0p−2h configura-
tion with the two holes ind5/2 coupled toJ=0, 2, and 4. The
higher states in20O are dominated by 1p−3h with the one
particle ins1/2 and the three holes ind5/2 coupled toJ=3/2,
5/2, and 7/2.

B. The oxygen isotopeA=21

The 21O isotope has been produced with relatively high
statistics in both SSF and DSF experiments. Theg-ray spec-
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trum obtained in the Ge detectors is shown in Fig. 4. This
nucleus has been studied earlier by transfer reactions[3] and
the existence of four excited states has been revealed. The
spin and parity of the ground state has been recently sug-
gested by Sauvanet al. [19] to be 5/2+.

Based ong-ray coincidences from the BaF2 detectors, we
have built a level scheme of21O. The level scheme is com-
pared in Fig. 5 to the previous work of Catfordet al. [3] and
to shell-model calculations[16].

As can be seen in Fig. 5, a very good agreement is found
between the proposed level scheme and the one calculated
within the USD shell model[17]. It is also remarkable that
the level scheme reported by Catfordet al. [3] from inclusive
multinucleon transfer reactions performed more than ten
years ago is in agreement with our level scheme extracted
from g -g coincidence technique. As an example, Fig. 6
shows the coincidence relationship betweeng-ray transitions
used in the level scheme. It is interesting to note that the
highest energy state observed in the fragmentation reactions
is about 1 MeV higher than the neutron separation energy
sSn=3.807 MeVd. To prove the existence of this state, we
show the coincidence relation observed between the 1.854
and 3.07 MeV transition in Fig. 6.

Relative to the dominant closedd5/2 shell for 22O ground
state which will be called 0p–0h, the structure of21O can be
interpreted in terms of the 0p-1h 5/2+ ground state and the
1p-2h excited states based upon coupling of thes1/2 (par-
ticle) orbit to thesd5/2d−2 2h states(0+, 2+ and 4+) to give the
21O excited states 1/2+, (3/2+, 5/22

+) and (7/2+, 9/2+), re-
spectively. This accounts for all of the shell-model levels(in
the full-space calculation) up to 4.7 MeV and all of the lev-
els observed in this experiment. The excitation energies of
these states are determined by thed5/2-s1/2 single-particle
gap, the 2h interaction energy and the 1p-2h interaction en-
ergy (e.g., the part related to the 1p-1h splitting in 22O). The
spacing of the 2h states is related to the low-lying state of
20O, 0+ (g.s.), 2+ s1.64 MeVd and 4+ s3.57 MeVd.

In the full sd-shell USD model, the centroid energy of the
(7/2+, 9/2+) doublet relative to the 5/2+ ground state of
4.0 MeV is close to thed5/2-s1/2 ESPE gap of 4.3 MeV. Thus
the experimental spacing of 4.1 MeV for(7/2+, 9/2+)-5 /2+

is a good measure of the thed5/2-s1/2 ESPE energy gap. The
spacing 1/2+-5/2+ is only 1.22 MeV(2.7 MeV lower than
the ESPE) due to the pairing interaction in the 2h 0+ con-
figuration.

The predictedg-decay properties of20–22O are given in
Ref. [16]. In the simplest model the states in the 1p-2h dou-

FIG. 2. g-ray spectrum of20O obtained from
Ge detectors in the SSF experiment. The doublet
of sharp lines at about 730 keV and marked as
Annih represents the 511 keV annihilationg-ray
radiation after Doppler correction to account for
the velocity of the emitting fragments and for the
two different angles of the Ge detectors.

FIG. 3. The20O level scheme obtained from the present work,
the USD shell-model calculations and from transfer reactions. Ten-
tative associations between observed and calculated levels are indi-
cated by dashed lines. Transition energies and relative intensities
are indicated together with their uncertainties for the experimental
work.
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blets can all decay to the 1h ground state byE2. This can be
seen by recoupling 1p-2h into fs1p–1hdJc31hg where the
hole is in d5/2. Thus, up to some recoupling factors theE2
strength is proportional to the 0p–0hs0+d→1p−1hs2+d
strength in22O. Transitions between the 1p–2h doublets can
only go by theE2 transitions between the 2h components
(given in parentheses); 3 /2+→1/2+s2+→0+d, 5 /22

+

→1/2+s2+→0+d, 7 /2+→3/2+s4+→2+d, 9 /2+→5/22
+s4+

→2+d, and 9/2+→3/2+s4+→2+d. In addition, there are tran-
sitions between the members for the doublets 5/22

+→3/2+

and 9/2+→7/2+ which are dominantlyM1. In the full space
calculations the strongM1 between the members of the dou-
blet are quenched and the forbiddenM1 are allowed. Thus
all possibleM1’s become moderate in strength and all de-
cays are dominated by theM1 component when allowed.
The experimental decay scheme is in good overall agreement
with the calculations.

The decay of the 9/2+ state, which was already observed

FIG. 4. g-ray spectrum of21O obtained from
the Ge detectors in the SSF experiment “Annih.”
indicates the annihilation radiation line after Dop-
pler correction.

FIG. 5. Energy diagram for21O from the present work with
USD shell-model calculations and transfer reactions. Tentative as-
sociations between observed and calculated levels are indicated by
dashed lines. Transition energies and relative intensities are indi-
cated together with their uncertainties for the experimental work.

FIG. 6. g-g coincidences observed in21O using the BaF2 array
in the SSF experiment.
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by Catfordet al. [3] as a narrow resonance in their transfer
reaction, is interesting. It is unbound by 1.1 MeV to an,
=4 neutron emission to the20O ground state. Nevertheless it
is observed tog decay. In thesd shell this,=4 transition is
forbidden, and theg decay puts a limit on the spectroscopic
factor which may arise from mixing from the sdg major
shell. In the USD calculation theg decay is dominated
s75%d by a moderately strongM1 between the two members
of the (7/2+, 9/2+) doublet (the weaker 25% decay to the
5/2+ ground state would not have been observed in this ex-
periment). The calculated lifetime is 57 fs. The single-
particle width for an,=4 decay obtained from a typical
Woods-Saxon potential is 0.31 keV or a lifetime of
0.0020 fs. Thus the spectroscopic factor for the,=4 decay
of the 9/2+ state must be less than 0.029. We have used a
much larger 2"v model space with the WBP interaction[18]
to include the sdg major shell in the 9/2+ wave function(the
J-scheme matrix dimension is about 33 000). Theg9/2 occu-
pancy comes out to only 0.0002 in this calculation.

C. The oxygen isotopeA=22

From the SSF measurement, we have already reported
two g rays of 3190(15) and 1380s10dkeV [4] corresponding
to g decay of excited states in22O. The first one was identi-
fied to be the 2+→0+ transition, whereas the second one was
found to correspond to the decay from a higher excited state
to the 2+ state. However, no spin or parity assignment was
made for this state. Recently, Thirolfet al. [5] have con-
firmed the energy and measured the electromagnetic matrix
elementBsE2d for the 2+ state in22O via inelastic scattering.
In the DSF measurement we produced the22O nucleus by
fragmentation of23F, 25Ne, 26Ne, 27Na, and28Na. The inten-
sity of the direct feeding of the first 2+ level in 22O has been
extracted from the data corresponding to the fragmentation
of different species present in the secondary beam. In the
case of the one proton knock-out reactions, the intensity of
the feeding of the 2+ state in22O was found to be 19%, in
good agreement with the intensity feedings15%d given by
the spectroscopic factors calculated within the USD shell
model. For other reactions in which more than 2 nucleons
were removed from the projectile the feeding intensity re-
mained nearly constant with an average value of 35%.

The BaF2 spectrum of22O, following the SSF measure-
ment is shown in Fig. 7(a). The same spectrum obtained in
the DSF experiment is shown in Fig. 7(b). One can see the

improvement of the peak to background ratio obtained by the
DSF method as discussed in the preceding section.

The high resolution spectrum accumulated during the SSF
experiment from the Ge detectors is shown in Fig. 8. In
addition to the two peaks observed in the BaF2 spectra, one
can see in this figure a previously unobserved weakg line at
2354s6d keV. This line is more visible in the Ge spectrum
where the condition that at least one BaF2 detector signal
was recorded in coincidence. This spectrum is displayed as
an inset of Fig. 8. This is an indication that the 2354 keV
transition is a member of a relatively long cascade in22O.
This is supported by the fact that the 2354 keV transition is
found to be in coincidence with the 2+ to 0+ 3.2 MeV tran-
sition (see Fig. 9). In addition, this figure shows two other
weakg lines. The energy of one is 3710(90), which is, within
the uncertainties, equal to the sum of the 1384s4d keV and
the newly observed 2354s6d keV transitions. These observa-
tions, together with the weaker intensity of the 2354 keV
transition compared to that of the 1383 keV transition,
strongly suggest the placement of the 2354 keV transition on
the top of ag-ray cascade as shown in the level scheme
proposed in Fig. 10. We have placed the 3310 keV transition
on top of the 3199 keV ground state transition. With this

FIG. 7. g-ray spectrum of22O. (a) Obtained
from the BaF2 detectors in the SSF experiment.
(b) The same spectrum obtained during the DSF
measurement. In both BaF2 spectra of(a) and(b),
the single escape line of the 3.15 MeVg transi-
tion is indicated by “escape.” Note the lower en-
ergy threshold used for the BaF2 detectors in the
DSF experiment

FIG. 8. High resolutiong-ray spectrum of22O obtained from the
Ge detectors in the experiment using the SSF method and the same
spectrum obtained by requiring a least one BaF2 detector in coinci-
dence(insert).
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assignment a striking agreement is obtained between the pro-
posed level scheme for22O and the one calculated by the
sd-shell model.

According to shell model calculations, the fullsd-shell
wave function for 22O ground state is 77% 0p-0h, 22%
2p-2h, and 1% 4p-4h and the 2+ energy is 3.38 MeV. Rela-
tive to the dominant 0p-0h ground state the excited states in

22O are 1p-1h with one particle in thes1/2 or d3/2 orbits
coupled to one hole in thed5/2 orbit. The lowest of these are
the 2+ and 3+ states which are dominated by thes1/2 orbit.
The energies of these states are split by the residual 1p-1h
interaction. Relative to the ESPE gap of 4.3 MeV the 2+ state
is pushed down to 3.4 MeV and the 3+ state is pushed up to
4.8 MeV. Thes2J+1d weighted average of 4.2 MeV is close
to the ESPE gap. The next states withJ=0, 2, and 4 are those
dominated by 2p–2h with two particles in thes1/2 and two
holes in thed5/2. Only the lowest of these withJ=0 is not
observed in the present experiment. Although, the weak
1710 keVg ray (seen in both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) could ac-
count for the decay of an excited 0+, as suggested in Fig. 10.
The next levels in the calculation starting at 7.36 MeV are
1p-1h with the one particle in thed3/2 orbital. These are well
above the neutron decay threshold of 6.85s6d MeV and
therefore not observed.

D. The oxygen isotopeA=23

The information about the23O nucleus is very limited due
to the experimental difficulties associated with approaching
to the neutron drip line. ItsSn value is known to be
2.7s1d MeV [21]. The ground state spin and parity has been
recently identified by Sauvanet al. [19] as 1/2+, in good
agreement with thesd-shell model calculations[16].

A total number of 7500 and 1962023O nuclei were ob-
served in the SSF and DSF, respectively. The obtainedg-ray
spectra from the BaF2 detector array(DSF experiment) are
presented in Fig. 11. Both the Doppler corrected and raw
spectra exhibit relatively low statistics despite the large num-
ber of 23O nuclei produced. Furthermore no clear peak is
observed in the Doppler corrected spectrum.g rays from
targetlike fragments such as7Li s477 keVd, 10C s3353 keVd,
11C s2000 keV,4318 keVd, 12C s4439 keVd, 10B s718 keV,
1021 keVd, 11B s2124 keV,4444 keVd, and 10Be s3368
keVd are seen in the rawg-ray spectrum[see Fig. 11(a)].
These are indications that there are no23O transitions with
energies higher than 100 keV(the BaF2 detector threshold).

In order to better demonstrate that the23O nucleus does
not have any bound excited state, we have performed a
Monte Carlo simulation of the BaF2 array spectrum obtained
from a 2.7 MeVg ray emitted by a source moving with the
velocity of the23O fragments. Since the one neutron separa-
tion energy in23O is 2.7 MeV, nog ray is expected above
this value. The lowest value of the feeding intensity of the
first excited state in odd mass nuclei produced in the DSF
experiment was found to be of the order of 30%. For this
simulation a conservative value of 20% was taken for23O,
which was experimentally populated mainly through frag-
mentation reactions, where many particle removal is in-
volved. For comparison, the simulated spectrum with Dop-
pler correction is shown in Fig. 11(b) together with that
obtained from our experiment. This comparison shows con-
vincingly that if a bound excited state existed in23O, one
should clearly observe ag peak in the measured spectrum.
This remains the case even if the direct feeding intensity of
this state is as low as 1%. The quality of the simulation is
illustrated by the good agreement between the measured and

FIG. 9. BaF2 measuredg rays observed in coincidence with the
3199 keV transition in22O during the SSF experiment.

FIG. 10. The measured level scheme of22O together with the
sd-shell-model calculations. Transition energies and relative inten-
sities are indicated together with their uncertainties forg lines.
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calculated spectrum in the case of22O included in Fig. 11(b).
The observed differences between measured and simulated
spectrum are likely due tog-ray emission from the targetlike
fragments which are not taken into account in the simulation.
As can be seen in the non-Doppler corrected spectrum of
Fig. 11(a), theseg rays represent the major contribution in
the case of23O.

For discussion we would like to note that should an ex-
cited level in23O exist, it is likely a 5/2+ state, which would
decay to a possible 1/2+ ground state by anE2 transition.
The lifetime of this state can be estimated by scaling the
lifetime corresponding to the analogous 871 keV transition
in 17O st1/2=0.18 nsd to the Eg

5 energy factor. In this case a
400 keV transition in23O would have a 8.8 ns half life,
which means that most of the associatedg rays would be
emitted beyond acceptance of the BaF2 array. Hence we can
propose a lower limit of about 500 keV for the energy below
which the existence of a bound excited state is possible in
23O. According to shell-model calculations, such a low en-
ergy for the first excited state in23O is very unlikely.

Relative to the 0p-0h model for22O, the23O levels are of
1p-0h and 2p-1h character. Of these only the lowest 1p-0h
s1/2 s1/2+d is predicted to be bound and this agrees with the
present experiment. The first excited 5/2+ state at 2.72 MeV
is the lowest state and is dominated by 2p-1h configuration.
This is predicted to be very near the one-neutron decay
threshold, and this experiment indicates that it lies above the
neutron decay threshold.

The predicted 3/2+, 1p-0h state which is dominated by
d3/2 contributions lies at 3.28 MeV and is therefore also un-
bound to neutron decay. Such high energy for thed3/2 orbit
will mean that all of the isotopes beyond24O, where one or
more nucleons resides on thed3/2 orbit are unbound. Thed3/2
must be sufficiently unbound so that the pairing energy is not
enough to bind26O (which has not been observed). Accord-
ing to the USD interaction in the fullsdshell 25O is unbound
to one-neutron decay by 0.77 MeV and26O is bound to one-
neutron decay by 1.77 MeV and bound to two-neutron decay
by 1.00 MeV.26O would be unbound to two-neutron decay

if the d3/2 ESPE for24O would be at least 0.5 MeV higher or
the pairing energy in thed3/2 would be reduced by at least
1.0 MeV (or a combination of these).

E. The oxygen isotopeA=24

Very little is known about this presumably heaviest bound
oxygen isotope. Its lifetime andSn value s3.7 MeVd are
known with large uncertainties only. In the present experi-
ment a relatively high yield of24O (almost 7000 nuclei) has
been produced mainly by a 2p removal s72%d from 26Ne
with the remainder produced via reactions in which more
than 2 nucleons were removed from the projectile. The ob-
tainedg-ray spectra in coincidence with the24O fragments
detected at the SPEG focal plane are presented in Fig. 12.
Both the raw spectrum(non-Doppler corrected) and the Dop-
pler corrected spectrum are similar to those obtained for23O.
The absence ofg peaks in the Doppler corrected spectrum of
24O is an indication that the first excited state in this nucleus
is above the neutron decay threshold. Analogous to the23O
case, a simulation has been performed and compared to the
experimental result[see Fig. 12(b)]. This simulation assumes
a g transition at 3.7 MeVs2+→0+d and a 2+ feeding of 20%.
Similar to the case of23O, a most conservative case has been
chosen using the highestg-ray energy possible(the neutron
decay threshold in24O being 3.7 MeV[21]). The value of
20% for the feeding intensity of 2+ in 24O takes into account
two contributions. One contribution comes from the nuclei
produced through 2p removal from26Ne for which a value of
12% has been deduced using the calculated spectroscopic
factors within the USD shell model. The second contribution
is due to several nucleons removal fragmentation reactions;
in this case a value of 35% is deduced for the feeding inten-
sity. The comparison of the two spectra in Fig. 12(b) indi-
cates nog transition in24O down to a 2+ feeding intensity of
3%.

In 24O s1/2 orbital which is relatively strongly bound in
23O fills to make another magic nucleus for24O. Relative to
a dominant 0p-0h wave function for the24O ground state,

FIG. 11. (a) BaF2
23O g-ray spectrum without Doppler correction. The origins of the quasitargetg emission are indicated.(b) The

Doppler correctedg-ray spectrum obtained for23O and the corresponding Monte Carlo generated spectrum(dashed line) where a 2.7 MeV
simulated level deexcites(see text for details). The quality of the Monte Carlo simulation is illustrated in the inset of the figure where a
comparison between the measured and simulated spectra in22O is shown. Note that the low-energy part of the simulated spectrum comes
mainly from the 511 keV annihilation radiation, whereas in the measured spectrum the low-energy part is due tog rays from various
targetlike fragmentss7Li, 10B, . . .d. For that reason the agreement between the two spectra at low energy is purely coincidental.
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the excited states are 1p-1h; d3/2-s1/2
−1 with J=1+ and 2+ and

d3/2-d5/2
−1 with J=1+ to 4+. Of these the lowest is the 2+ level

predicted to be at 4.18 MeV, which is close to the neutron-
decay threshold of 3.7 MeV. The nonobservation of anyg
transitions in24O is consistent with theory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

From the study of the excited states in20−24O through
their g decay, an estimate of the size of bothN=14 and 16
neutron gaps could be obtained. In both cases the gaps are
large and hence22O and24O are both doubly magic nuclei.
The presence of the rather well bound doubly magic nucleus
24O on the neutron drip line is a unique situation. These
results, as well all as other properties observed for
20,21,22,23,24O, are in excellent agreement with predictions
made nearly 20 years ago using the USD effective Hamil-
tonian. TheT=1 part of the USD Hamiltonian, which is
responsible for this behavior is essentially different from that
predicted from the renormalizedG matrix and the reason for
the difference is not understood.

It appears that while theN=16 shell gap turns out to be
larger than 3 MeV in the heaviest oxygen isotopes, it is only
of the order of 1 MeV in the silicon and magnesium iso-
topes. This can be accounted for by considering the role of
the strongn-p monopole interaction acting between the two
spin-orbit partnerspd5/2 and nd3/2 [22]. As the d5/2 proton
orbital is emptied this interaction is released and thed3/2
neutron orbital is shifted towards thefp shell decreasing in

the same time theN=20 shell gap and increasing theN
=16 gap. This evolution of the neutrond3/2 orbital is com-
plete in the Oxygen isotopes where thepd5/2 is empty, mak-
ing the N=16 shell gap relatively larger. Such a largeN
=16 gap in oxygen isotopes is probably the reason why
heavier isotopes havingN=18 and 20 are neutron unbound
(as thend3/2 lies at higher energy than in Mg and Si nuclei).

Further studies should be performed to detect the neutron
decay of the particle-unbound states of23,24O or by using
transfer reactions in order to firmly establish the energy of
the first excited states in these nuclei and consequently de-
termine the size of theN=16 gap in oxygen. The determina-
tion of the size of theN=16 gap in F and Ne is also impor-
tant in order to complete the study of the single-particle
evolution and its effect on the drip-line location in this re-
gion.
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